.Brand TLD Designation Application

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”)
12025 Waterfront Drive, Suite 300
Los Angeles, California 90094
Attention: New gTLD Program Staff

RE: Application for .Brand TLD Designation

Saint-Gobain Weber SA (“Registry Operator”), in connection with the execution of the Registry Agreement for the .weber TLD (the “Registry Agreement”), hereby applies for .weber TLD to be qualified by ICANN as a .Brand TLD.

Registry Operator confirms and represents to ICANN that the TLD meets each of the criteria for the TLD to be qualified as a .Brand TLD, as described in the .Brand TLD Application Process, listed below, Specification 13 attached thereto, and all supplemental material accompanying this application is accurate and not misleading in any respect.

- The WEBER TLD (.weber) is identical to the textual elements protectable under applicable law of a valid registered trademark
- The WEBER trademark is recorded with, and issued a signed mark data file by the Trademark Clearinghouse and meets all eligibility requirements.
- The WEBER trademark is owned and used by the Registry Operator and its Affiliates in the ordinary course of Registry Operator’s and its Affiliates’ business in connection with the offering of any of the goods and/or services claimed in the trademark registration.
- The WEBER trademark was issued to Registry Operator prior to the filing of its TLD registry application with ICANN.
- The WEBER trademark is used throughout the Term continuously in the ordinary course of business of Registry Operator in connection with the offering of any of the goods and/or services identified in the trademark registration.
- The WEBER trademark does not begin with a period or a dot.
- The WEBER trademark is used by Registry Operator in the conduct of one or more of its businesses that are unrelated to the provision of TLD Registry Services.
- Registry Operator has provided ICANN with an accurate and complete copy of such trademark registration. (see exhibit A).
- Only Registry Operator, its Affiliates or Trademark Licensees are registrants of domain names in the TLD and control the DNS records associated with domain names at any level in the TLD (see exhibit B).
- The TLD is not a Generic String TLD (as defined in Specification 11).

Registry Operator also represents that the trademark registration attached hereto as Exhibit A and the registration policies attached hereto as Exhibit B are complete and
accurate copies of the official trademark registration and Registry Operator's registration policies for the TLD, respectively.

Registry Operator agrees that if Registry Operator makes any changes to its registration policies for the TLD (whether before or after this application has been approved) that may disqualify the TLD as a .Brand TLD, it will promptly provide ICANN with a complete and accurate copy of the revised registration policies. In addition, if Registry Operator fails to maintain the trademark registration underlying its .Brand TLD application, it shall promptly notify ICANN of such failure. Registry Operator also agrees to maintain the criteria required to qualify as a .Brand TLD and to immediately notify ICANN of any changes in circumstances that could alter the statements made, and supporting materials provide with, this application.

Registry Operator acknowledges and agrees that this letter is binding on Registry Operator and, if any of the foregoing representations and agreements becomes untrue or not complied with, it shall be deemed a breach of the Registry Agreement by Registry Operator, and ICANN may assert its rights under the Registry Agreement, including by determining that the TLD no longer qualifies as a .Brand TLD pursuant to the terms of Specification 13.

Questions about this request should be directed to

Submitted by: 
Position: Brand and development director
Dated: 08/28/2014
Email:  

CERTIFICAT D’ENREGISTREMENT

Le Bureau international de l’Organisation Mondiale de la Propriété Intellectuelle (OMPI) certifie que les indications figurant dans le présent certificat sont conformes aux inscriptions portées au registre international tenu en vertu de l’Arrangement et du Protocole de Madrid.

Genève, le 3 septembre 2009

1 009 354

Date d’enregistrement: 20 mars 2009
Date d’échéance: 20 mars 2019

SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER
Rue de Brie
F-77170 SERVON
(France).

Forme juridique du titulaire (personne morale) et lieu de constitution: Société anonyme à directoire et conseil de surveillance, France.

Nom et adresse du mandataire: CABINET LAVOIX, 2 place d’Estienne d’Orves, F-75441 PARIS Cedex 09 (France).

Classification des éléments figuratifs:
267

Liste des produits et services - NCL(9):
1 Produits chimiques destinés à l’industrie du bâtiment et aux travaux publics, adjuvants et additifs pour béton et mortiers, adhésifs (matières collantes) destinés à l’industrie, y compris adhésifs et collées pour la pose de matériaux de construction; résines artificielles à l’état brut.
2 Peintures (non isolantes); couleurs; vernis (à l’exception des isolants); laques (peintures); enduits (peintures); pré-

servatifs contre la rouille; produits pour la protection des matériaux de construction; pigments.
3 Préparations pour nettoyer, polir, dégraisser et abraser; produits de nettoyage et décapants destinés à l’industrie du bâtiment et aux travaux publics.
17 Matières à calfeuter, à étouper et à isoler; matériaux pour l’isolation thermique, en particulier tissus d’armature; matières pour l’isolation acoustique; matières, plaques et matériaux isolants; mastics pour joints, membranes et bandes d’étanchéité.
19 Matériaux de construction non métalliques; mortiers pour la construction, bétons, enduits (matériaux de construction); asphalte, bitume, préparations bitumineuses pour la construction.
37 Informations en matière de construction et de matériaux de construction; location d’outils et de matériels de construction.
41 Services de formation; organisation de jeux-concours et de loteries; organisation et conduite de colloques, conférences, séminaires ou congrès.

Demande de base: France, 10.03.2009, 09 3 635 501
Données relatives à la priorité selon la Convention de Paris France, 10.03.2009, 09 3 635 501.
Désignations selon le Protocole de Madrid: Bahreïn.
Désignations selon le Protocole de Madrid en vertu de l’article 9bis: République arabe syrienne, République islamique d’Iran.
Date de notification: 03.09.2009
Langue de la demande internationale: Français
CERTIFICAT D’ENREGISTREMENT

Le Bureau international de l’Organisation Mondiale de la Propriété Intellectuelle (OMPI) certifie que les indications figurant dans le présent certificat sont conformes aux inscriptions portées au registre international tenu en vertu de l’Arrangement et du Protocole de Madrid.

Genève, le 24 mars 2005

G. Bisson
Chef
Section de l’examen et de l’enregistrement
Département de l’administration des enregistrements internationaux

843 462

Date d’enregistrement: 13 septembre 2004
Date d’échéance: 13 septembre 2014

SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER TERRANOVA
EPITOANYAGIPARI KFT
Becci ut, Kultertület (Pf. 46)
H-2085 Pilisvörösvár
(Hongrie).

Nom et adresse du mandataire: CABINET LAVOIX, 2, Place d’Estienne d’Orves, F-75009 PARIS (France).

WEBER

Indication relative à la nature de la marque ou au type de marque: caractères standard

Liste des produits et services - NCL(8):
1 Produits chimiques destinés à l’industrie du bâtiment et aux travaux publics; adhésifs (matières collantes) destinés à l’industrie, y compris adhésifs et colles pour la pose de matériaux de construction; résines artificielles à l’état brut.
2 Peintures (non isolantes); couleurs; vernis (à l’exception des isolants); laques (peintures); enduits (peintures); préservatifs contre la rouille; produits pour la protection des matériaux de construction.
3 Préparations pour nettoyer, produits de nettoyage et décapants destinés à l’industrie du bâtiment et aux travaux publics.
17 Matières à calfeutrer, à étouper et à isoler; matériaux pour l’isolation thermique et acoustique; mastics pour joints.
19 Matériaux de construction non métalliques; mortier pour la construction, béton, enduits (matériaux de construction).
37 Informations en matière de construction et en matière d’entretien, de nettoyage, de rénovation et de réparation d’ouvrages, de bâtiments et d’ouvrages de génie civil; informations en matière de construction et en matière d’entretien, de nettoyage, de rénovation et de réparation d’ouvrages, de bâtiments et d’ouvrages de génie civil fournies à partir de systèmes de traitement de données, de bases de données informatiques ou de réseaux informatiques ou télématiciens, y compris le réseau global de communication et le réseau mondial Web; location d’outils et de matériels de construction.
41 Formations en matière de construction et en matière d’entretien, de nettoyage, de rénovation et de réparation d’ouvrages, de bâtiments et d’ouvrages de génie civil; formations pratiques relatives à la mise en oeuvre de matériaux de construction non métalliques.

Désignations selon le Protocole de Madrid:Irlande, Japon, Royaume-Uni, Singapour, Turquie.
Déclaration d’intention d’utiliser la marque: Royaume-Uni, Irlande, Singapour.
Date de notification: 24.03.2005
Langue de la demande internationale: Français
Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz
Merianstr. 26
90419 Nürnberg
Germany

Our reference: 925/300186801
Your reference: 47164WO-WK/DA/WL

Geneva, 27/06/2005

International registration No. 0843462 (WEBER)

Madam,
Sir,

We inform you that the total change in ownership described hereafter has been recorded in the International Register with respect to the above mentioned international registration(s) and will be published in the "WIPO Gazette of International Marks", No. 25/2005

Name and address of the former holder:
SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER TERRANOVA EPITOANYAGIPARI KFT,
Pilisvörösvar, Hungary

Name and address of the new holder:
SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER, Rue de Brie, F-77170 SERVON, France

Appointed representative of the new holder:
Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz, Merianstr. 26, 90419 Nürnberg, Germany

Date of recordal: 01/06/2005

International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz
Merianstr. 26
90419 Nürnberg
Germany

Our reference: 925/300186801
Your reference: 47164WO-WK/DA WL

Geneva, 27/06/2005

International registration No. 0843462 (WEBER)

Madam,
Sir,

We inform you that the total change in ownership described hereafter has been recorded in the International Register with respect to the above mentioned international registration(s) and will be published in the "WIPO Gazette of International Marks", No. 25/2005

Name and address of the former holder:
SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER TERRANOVA EPITOANYAGIPARI KFT,
Pilisvörösvár, Hungary

Name and address of the new holder:
SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER, Rue de Brie, F-77170 SERVON, France

Appointed representative of the new holder:
Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz, Merianstr. 26, 90419 Nürnberg, Germany

Date of recordal: 01/06/2005

International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Madrid Agreement
and
Madrid Protocol

Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz
Merianstr. 26
90419 Nürnberg
Germany

Our reference: 922/312738701
Your reference:

Geneva, 23/01/2006

International registration No. 0843462 (WEBER)

Madam,

Sir,

We inform you that the subsequent designation described hereafter has been recorded in the International Register with respect to the above-mentioned international registration and will be published in the "WIPO Gazette of International Marks" No. 3/2006.

Subsequent Designations Under the Madrid Agreement:
Croatia, Latvia, Ukraine, Serbia and Montenegro.

Subsequent Designations Under the Madrid Protocol:
Estonia, Lithuania.

Date of subsequent designation: 14/07/2005
Date of notification to the designated Contracting Parties: 02/02/2006

International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
Louis, Pöhlau, Lohrentz,
Patent- und Rechtsanwälte
Merianstr. 26
90409 Nuernberg
Germany

Our reference: 922/361810501


International registration No. 0843462 (WEBER)

Madam,
Sir,

We inform you that the subsequent designation
described hereafter has been recorded in the International
Register with respect to the above-mentioned international
registration and will be published in the "WIPO Gazette of
International Marks" No. 46/2006.

Subsequent Designations Under the Madrid Agreement:
Algeria, Egypt, Morocco.

Subsequent Designations Under the Madrid Protocol:
Greece.

Date of subsequent designation: 13/10/2006
Date of notification to the designated Contracting
Parties: 30/11/2006

International Bureau of the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO)
WEBER TLD REGISTRATION POLICY

1. ELIGIBILITY
Only Saint-Gobain Weber SA, its Affiliates and qualifying Trademark Licensees as defined in, and in accordance with Specification 13 of the Registry Agreement (“Specification 13”) where applicable are eligible to register a Domain Name under the WEBER TLD. If the Registrant ceases to be eligible at any time in the future, the Registry may cancel or suspend the licence to use the Domain Name immediately.

Saint-Gobain Weber SA will implement an internal process to determine which second level domain Names will be registered and which Affiliates and Trademark Licensees will be eligible to register second level domains.

The registration of Domain Names will be centralized and managed through the exclusive Registrar(s) selected by Saint-Gobain Weber SA.

2. REQUIRED CRITERIA FOR DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION
An application for Domain Name registration must meet all requirements under the Registry Rules.

3. OBLIGATION OF REGISTRANTS
The Registrant must enter into an agreement with the Registrar for Domain Name registration under which the Registrant will be bound by the Registry Rules specified through the Registry-Registrar agreement as amended by the Registry from time to time.

4. ALLOCATION OF DOMAIN NAME
Saint Gobain Weber SA reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to allocate, suspend, cancel, revoke, or take any other action it deems necessary with respect to a .weber domain name registration in the event it determines that the registration or use of such domain name violates the registration eligibility criteria.

5. TERM OF REGISTRATION / RENEWAL
Initial term of registration:
A Domain Name can be registered for a period between one (1) to ten (10) years. Upon registration of a Domain Name, the Registrant holds a licence to use the Domain Name for the registration period.

Renewal of registration:
The term may be extended at any time for a period between one (1) to ten (10) years, provided that the total aggregate term of the Domain Name does not exceed ten (10) years at any time.

Cancellation of registration:
The Registrant may cancel a Domain Name registration at any time by submitting its request in writing with the Registrar.

6. DEFINITIONS
In regard of Specification 13, the following terms will have the following meanings:

Affiliate means a person or entity that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, or in combination with one or more other persons or entities, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, the person or entity specified, and (ii) “control” (including the terms “controlled by” and “under common control with”) means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to direct or
cause the direction of the management or policies of a person or entity, whether through the
ownership of securities, as trustee or executor, by serving as an employee or a member of a board of
directors or equivalent governing body, by contract, by credit arrangement or otherwise.

**Domain Name** means a domain name registered directly under the **WEBER** TLD or for which a
request or application for registration has been filed with the Registry;

**Registrar** means an ICANN accredited registrar which enters into an exclusive Registry-Registrar
agreement for the TLD, and which provides domain name registration services to Registrants;

**Registry** means “Saint-Gobain Weber SA”;

**Registry Agreement** means the agreement between the Registry and ICANN;

**Registry Rules** mean:

(i) this Registration Policy as amended by the Registry from time to time; and

(ii) any rules and regulations provided and amended by the Registry from time to time.

**Registrant** means a natural person, company or organization who holds a Domain Name registration
according to the eligibility requirements described in the Specification 13.
Exhibit C

Signed Mark Data File ID Number

[Redacted]